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Guides, Collections and Ancillary Materials to African Archival Resources in the United States

John Bruce Howell, International Studies Bibliographer, University of Iowa Libraries
Yvette Scheven, Bibliographer Emerita for African Studies, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Preface

This is a list of published guides to the archives of Africa, especially those in microform and including inventories, records, catalogs, lists both finding- and special-, indexes, annual reports (and for South Africa, also archivalia and trials), arranged by regions, primary international language, and countries, excluding only Egypt, with titles in English, French, and Portuguese, but not those solely in Arabic. No titles were found for Spanish-speaking Africa. Collections of Africana on microfilm are identified as they provide better access to original materials not otherwise available. In addition, considerable time and funds have been spent by non-profit organizations such as the Cooperative Africana Microform Project (CAMP) in identifying archives and manuscripts to be filmed, targeting the funds to film them, and then having the microfilm available to scholars world-wide. The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) online catalog which contains CAMP's nearly 10,000 titles is a major source for African archival materials.

Ancillary materials are histories or historically-related materials such as pamphlets that together provide an important source for the writing of history. These appear as a small selection of materials in book format at the end of each geographic area, where they exist.

Much of this guide is based on the holdings of the University of Iowa and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. It was developed from the two libraries' respective in-house lists. Other U.S. research libraries have been added for location of additional titles and copies. Citations in this guide derive from searches in the RLIN database (now well over 100,000,000 titles), which includes holdings
African Archival Resources in the United States

of the Library of Congress, Columbia, and Yale, as well as other major U.S. research libraries, along
with the individual online catalogs of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) members:
Northwestern, Michigan State, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, and Penn State as well as
those of Iowa and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. As CIC members are also members
of the Center for Research Libraries (CRL), titles located in CRL are also identified. However, this is
not a union list of all U.S. libraries holding these titles (see the online library catalogs and other sources
available on the Internet). The OCLC database was not used as a source for this guide.

Migrating Archives and Preservation

The publication of guides to archival records has come about only since independence was achieved by
most African states, e.g. Sudan: 1956, Ghana: 1957. Few African archives and libraries could afford the
luxury of documenting their past. In many cases, records were stored rather than described or made
available through finding-aids or inventories. In some countries like Kenya, Malawi, and Zimbabwe,
there has been a determined and sustained effort to locate and preserve records of the past before they
vanish. Beginning with the microfilming of some national archives in the 1960s, the Government of
Kenya has sought records of "migrating archives" outside the country. Finally in 1989, the Kenya
National Archives published the results of their search in the Guide to Records Retrieved from U.K. and
U.S.A. (see item 264; 298-299 for Malawi, and 753 for Zimbabwe).

Many African countries have similar problems in finding, identifying, and bringing historical records
home, even on microform. It is hoped that continued interest in Africa's past will bring to light
additional records for historians and other scholars doing research regardless of where the materials are
located.

There is some urgency in the preservation and microfilming of archives on the African continent, e.g.
the recent destruction by arson of the Sierra Leone regional archives by factions in the civil war there.
African archivists lack the financial resources to preserve their own archives, especially as some
philanthropic organizations have discontinued seed funds for projects to preserve national archives.
International and the support of European, North American, and Asian funds are needed now to preserve
archives by microfilming them. The current microfilming of select court records of the Senegalese
national archives with funding by U.S. African Studies Centers' Title VI grants is a positive move
toward preserving and creating access to important African archival materials, not only from Senegal,
but also from other African countries.

Government Publications and Confidential Prints

Guides to official publications of African countries are not included as many are available in the series
of publications by the African Section of the Library of Congress from 1960 to 1978. Shorter guides and
microfilm of many official publications of English-Speaking Africa were issued commercially as
Center for Research Libraries (CRL) has the complete run of both guides and microfilm.

However, selected Confidential Prints of the British Government are included especially those available
from The Public Record Office of Great Britain which maintains a list on microfiche of titles it has on
microfilm. The Confidential Print is a collection of selected correspondence, memoranda and other
documents, some quite lengthy, printed for internal use in the Cabinet, and before the Cabinet was
established, for the Colonial Office, the Foreign Office and for distribution to British diplomatic
missions. Within the last fifty years, the Public Record Office was authorized to have copies of some Confidential Prints made available on microfilm. Even more recently, the collection of the Confidential Print is becoming available in hard copy (see item 6).

Arrangement

Guides, both with and without Microform Collections, are listed together first in any geographic area, followed by a section on Ancillary Materials, defined as publications derived from African archives, but focused on specific topics and not necessarily comprehensive in nature. Microform collections of archives which have been cataloged by research libraries in the U.S. are included under the name of the compiler of the guide, then designated "accompanies" followed by the number of microforms (if any), in chevrons, e.g. <23 reels of microfilm>. Not all microforms have guides, and not all guides have microforms. When no known compiler or editor has been identified, the name of the collection is cited first with U.S. locations provided. Numbered items are tagged to the index of the print version available from the African Studies Program, 205 Ingraham 1155 Observatory Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53706. Pagination is given and some titles are annotated, with only the latest edition of a guide given. Finding lists are noted where available.

Africa (General)


3. Bartlett, Robert E. African Political Ephemera, 1958-1966. [S.l.: s.n., s.d.] <1 reel of microfilm (negative)> Contains about 69 pieces, consisting of pamphlets, newspapers, typescripts, etc. on the Congo (Kinshasa), especially Katanga Province; also Rhodesia, Algeria, Ivory Coast. Inventory available. CRL

5. Boehm, Randolph. H. *A Guide to the Microfilm Edition of Records of the American Committee on Africa*. Bethesda, MD: University Publications of America, 1991- Pt. 1. ACOA Executive Committee Minutes and National Office Memoranda, 1952-1975 (xi, 22p.) ILL-UC Accompanies <6 reels of microfilm> "From its inception through the 1960s, ACOA was the major, and practically the only permanent American organization devoted to publicizing African issues in a largely indifferent country, ...[and] publishing the monthly *Africa Today*." BROWN and TEMPLE have pt. 1; see item 558 for information on South Africa.


9. Cooperative Africana Microform Project (U.S.). *CAMP Catalog*. 1985 cumulative ed. Chicago: Cooperative Africana Microform Project and the Center for Research Libraries. 1985. 642p. This is the largest depository of microforms on Africa in the U.S. CAMP is a cooperative project of 34 research libraries in the U.S., Africa, Europe, and Australia to microfilm important archival materials, to purchase microforms of African newspapers, government publications, political and historical materials. Information on the holdings of individual titles is found in the CRL online catalog. CRL, ILL-UC, IOWA; widely held.


13. Great Britain. Foreign Office. *Confidential Print: Africa, 1834-1912*. <57 reels of microfilm> The printed records consist of 437 volumes (1-437 of 477 volumes) of confidential print relating to all the countries of Africa including Madagascar. The records constitute part of Public Record Office group Foreign Office class 403 (PRO FO 403). NORTHWESTERN, YALE See also item 16.


36. *O.S.S./State Department Intelligence and Research Reports. Pt. 13. Africa, 1941-1961*. Washington, D.C.: University Publications of America, 1977- <11 reels of microfilm> Covers 242 titles on 10,600 pages. The focus is on economic and geographic activities near the war zone, i.e. especially North Africa, including information on transportation, mineral resources, and arms traffic. CRL, ILL-UC, MINNESOTA, PRINCETON


41. Rhodes House Library. *Manuscript Collections of Africana in Rhodes House Library, Oxford*; compiled by Louis B. Frewer, Superintendent of the Library. Oxford: Bodleian Library, 1968. 100p. In addition to the inventories cited, the Rhodes House Library has compiled lists on specific individuals and organizations. Some of these lists are available from the Library of Congress. ILL-UC, IOWA (photocopy), LC, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, NYPL, PENN STATE


53. United States. Navy Dept. Correspondence of the Secretary of the Navy Relating to African Colonization, 1819-1844. Washington: National Archives and Records Service, General Service Administration, 1952. <2 reels of microfilm> Includes papers on the slave trade and the anti-slavery movements. Microfilm of MSS are collected in 6 v. in the U.S. National Archives, Record Group 45. CRL, ILL-UC
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**Africa (General)--Ancillary Materials**


**English-Speaking Africa**
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74. Oxford University Colonial Records Project. *Papers of the Fabian Colonial Bureau...kept in Rhodes House Library*. Oxford, 1968-71. 16 parts. ILL-UC has lists 1, 10, 12-14 and contents of lists 2-16.


**French-Speaking Africa**


83. France. Archives nationales. Section Outre-mer. *Notice bibliographique des principaux ouvrages français récents intéressant les territoires français d'Outre-Mer, le Sahara et les Etats africains d'expression française*. Paris: 1961. 61p. ILL-UC, MICHIGAN; LC and COLUMBIA LAW have on <1 reel of microfilm> from master negative held by NYPL.


90. Institut fondamental de l'Asie noire. Catalogue des manuscrits de l'IFAN. Dakar, 1966. 154p. See also item 95 below for Supplement. ILL-UC


**Portuguese-Speaking Africa**


103. Arquivo: *Boletim do Arquivo Histórico de Moçambique.* No. 1 (abril de 1987)- Maputo, Moçambique: O Archivo. semiannual. ILL-UC has no. 2+, IOWA has no. 1-17+


106. Documentos sobre os portugueses em Moçambique e na Africa central, 1497-1840. Documents on the Portuguese in Mozambique and Central Africa, 1497-1840. National Archives of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Centro de Estudos Históricos Ultramarinos. Lisboa: 1962-(1989). Includes indexes. "The sources have been drawn from archives and libraries in Portugal, Italy, France and other countries ... Published in the original with an English translation. Contents: v. 1. 1497-1506.--v. 2. 1507-1510.--v. 3. 1511-1514.--v. 4. 1515-1516.--v. 5. 1517-1518.--v. 6. 1519-1537.--v. 7. 1540-1560.--v. 8. 1561-1588.--v. 9. 1589-1615. ILL-UC has v. 1-5, IOWA has v. 1. 1497-1506; more complete holdings in EMORY, MINNESOTA, NORTHWESTERN


See also **CAPE VERDE**, below.
Portuguese-Speaking Africa--Ancillary Materials


East Africa


East Africa--Ancillary Materials


121. Emin Pasha, 1840-1892. *File of Correspondence Relating to Emin Pasha Extracted from the Zanzibar Archives*, by Sir John Gray. [S.l.: s.n., 1971] 132p. <1 reel of microfilm> "This file has been presented to the Uganda Society Library by A.T. Matson." CRL

Indian Ocean--Ancillary Materials


Indian Ocean

123. *Archives de Bourbon.* [Sainte-Clotilde, Réunion?]: Archives de la Réunion. "Recueil de documents et travaux inédits pour servir à l'histoire des îles françaises de l'Océan indien." LC has 1984-86.


126. Archives départementales de la Réunion. *Recueil de documents et travaux inédits pour servir à l'histoire des îles françaises de l'Océan indien et bulletin d'information de la Direction départementale des services d'archives de la Réunion: archives de Bourbon.* Saint- Denis: Conseil général de la Réunion, Archives départementales. LC, NORTHWESTERN Description based on déc. 1986, last issue received by LC. Supersedes: *Recueil de documents et travaux inédits pour servir à l'histoire de la Réunion (ancienne Ile Bourbon)* (Nérac, France: G. Coudere, nouv. sér. no 1-nouv. sér. no 4 ; 1954-1960). BERKELEY, LC, STANFORD, YALE Continues: *Recueil de documents et travaux inédits pour servir à l'histoire de la Réunion (ancienne Ile Bourbon)* held by LC, NORTHWESTERN (description based on 3 ème sér., no 5 (avril 1979))
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North Africa


Southern Africa


### Southern Africa-Ancillary Materials


144. Theal, George McCall. *Records of South-Eastern Africa Collected in Various Libraries and Archive Departments in Europe*. Cape Town: Printed for the Government of the Cape Colony, 1898-1903. Reprint: Cape Town: C. Struik, 1964. 9 v. In English, or Dutch, Italian, Latin, Spanish or Portuguese, with English translations. "Collection ... of Portuguese and other records upon the past condition of the Bantu tribes south of the Zambesi ... including documents ... concerning the discoveries made by the first European explorers in South Africa." --Pref. BRIGHAM YOUNG, EMORY, FLORIDA, ILL-UC

### West Africa


### West Africa-Ancillary Materials


Algeria


### Algeria--Ancillary Materials


182. *Biographie d'Abdel-Kader: considerations qui l'ont amène à nous déclarer la guerre*. Paris? Service historique de l'Armée, 19-- <1 reel of microfilm> Title from caption. Original manuscript (MS H-236) held by Archives de la guerre. Anonymous handwritten biography of Abdelkader, military and religious leader of the Algerians in their 19th century struggle against French domination and founder of an Algerian state; manuscript dated between 1839 and 1840. CRL See item 186 below for a similar title (1846) held by NORTHWESTERN.


184. Bugeaud, Thomas Robert, duc d'Isly. *Lettres, 1841-1847*. Aix-en-Provence: Archives d'outre-mer, 1976? <9 reels of microfilm (negative)> Microfilm of Bugeaud's letters to the Minister of War selected from the Archives nationales d'Algérie, série 2EE, correspondance, AIX 18 M1, held by the Archives d'outre-mer, Archives nationales in Aix-en-Provence. Bugeaud was the Governor-General (1840-1847) most responsible for Algeria's colonization by France. MICHIGAN


Benin


Benin--Ancillary Materials


Botswana


Cameroon


Cape Verde


**Chad**


**Congo**


**Côte d'Ivoire**


**Côte d'Ivoire--Ancillary Materials**


Ethiopia


217. Capuchins. Archives du Vicariat apostolique des Galas. érigé le 4 mai 1846. [S.l.: s.n., sd.] Correspondence and records of the mission at Harar. <7 reels of microfilm> Amharic, French, Italian, or Latin. CRL


221. Great Britain. Foreign Office. Foreign Office Records: Confidential Print, Abyssinia (Ethiopia), 1846-1910 (inclusive). <2 reels of microfilm> "The records consist of 15 volumes (1-15 of 46 volumes) of the confidential print relating to Abyssinia (Ethiopia). ... The records constitute part of Public Record Office group Foreign Office class 401 (PRO FO 401)". CRL, MICHIGAN STATE, YALE

222. Great Britain. Foreign Office. Abyssinia: (General Correspondence), 1808-1905, F.O.1 [S.l.: s.n., s.d.] <29 reels of microfilm> MICHIGAN STATE


226. Skinner, Robert Peet. [Abyssian Scrapbooks, Comprised of Clippings and Photographs Relating to his Diplomatic Mission to Ethiopia in 1903-04] [S.l.: s.n., s.d.] 4 scrapbooks on <1 reel of microfilm> CRL

227. Ullendorff, Edward. Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951. 32p. "This catalogue contains serial nos. 36-101; nos. 1-35 will be found in vol. I (Dillmann's catalogue of 1848)." "The collection of Ethiopian MSS. in the Bodleian Library now contains just over one hundred items. Thirty-five of these had been catalogued by Dillmann in 1848 <Codices aethiopicum> while the present catalogue, begun precisely a century later, describes a further sixty-six MSS. acquired in that interval."--Introd. BERKELEY, MICHIGAN, NORTHWESTERN, NYPL


**Gambia**


**Ghana**
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Ghana-Ancillary Materials

Kenya

Note: The microfilming of the Kenya Archives began in the early 1960s with the aid of the Program of Eastern African Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York. The Program has published many of the guides listed below. Various parts of the Archives including government publications and newspapers were filmed and made available in different collations. Consequently, the Syracuse guides may not match any microfilm except for the microfilms at Syracuse. All requests to use the microfilm copies at Syracuse should be directed to the Program.
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260. Kenya National Archives. *Collection of the Provincial and District Annual Reports, Record Books, and Handing-over Reports; Miscellaneous Correspondence; and Intelligence Reports*. [Nairobi?] 196-] <152 reels of microfilm> CRL


272. Kenya National Archives. *Provincial and District Annual Reports*. Nairobi: 1984. 10 leaves. "This list contains provincial and district annual reports held in the Archives repositories only"--Leaf 2. LC, YALE. Accompanies *Provincial and District Annual and Quarterly Reports, 1906-1962*. MICHIGAN STATE has <63 reels of microfilm>


278. National Archives Library (Kenya). *Theses, Dessertations [sic], and Other Research Findings in the National Archives Library*. Nairobi: 1982. 67 leaves. LC


**Kenya--Ancillary Materials**


**Lesotho**


**Liberia**

284. American Missionary Association. *American Missionary Association Archives: Liberia*. New Orleans: Amistad Research Center, s.d. <1 reel of microfilm> "... the majority of the papers are letters written primarily by the foreign and home missionaries and teachers..." covering the period 1839-1882. PENN STATE


**Liberia-Ancillary Materials**


295. Supplements to Libya Antiqua. v. 1- 1964- Tripoli: Directorate-General of Antiquities, Museums and Archives. Text in English, added title page and introduction in Arabic. Each issue has a distinct title. COLUMBIA has v. 1-2, 5-6. NORTHWESTERN has v. 4-6 (undated). PENN STATE has v. 3.


Malawi


Malawi-Ancillary Materials


See also ZIMBABWE

Mali

304. Bibliothèque nationale (France). Inventaire de la Bibliothèque 'umarienne de Segou, conservée à la Bibliothèque nationale, Paris. Paris: Editions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1985. 417p. ILL-UC, IOWA Accompanies Manuscrits arabes du Fonds Archinard. Paris: Bibliothèque nationale, 1985. <154 reels of microfilm> "The papers consist of the books and archives which formed the library of Aohmad al Kabuir Madanui, who was the head of the Muslim state based in Segou (Benin)[sic, i.e. Mali] in the second half of the nineteenth century. This collection is often called 'Bibliothèque d'Ahmadou' or 'Fonds Archinard,' after Colonel Louis Archinard who organized the seizure of Segou in 1890 and sent the captured library back to Paris. The manuscripts related to Umar Tal, father of Aohmad al Kabuir Madanui; the latter's reign from 1864 to 1884, and the Holy War of 1852." YALE

305. [Malian Arabic Manuscripts Microfilming Project: Guide] [New Haven, CT: Yale University Library, 1977-1979] Consists of various typewritten and manuscript inventory material and index to reel 1. MICHIGAN, MICHIGAN STATE, PRINCETON, YALE Accompanies Malian Arabic Manuscripts. [New Haven, CT: Yale University Library, 1979] <16 reels of microfilm> Number of reels varies slightly. Microfilm of Arabic manuscripts deposited in Mali, Senegal and in Paris at the Bibliothèque Nationale. The papers consist of literary, religious, and historical manuscripts and include genealogies, biographies, and local histories largely pertaining to Mali. MICHIGAN, PRINCETON, YALE
Mali-Ancillary Materials

306. Lenz, Oskar. Timbuktu, Reise durch Marokko, die Sahara und den Sudan ausgeführt im Auftrage der Afrikanischen Gesellschaft in Deutschland in den Jahren 1879 und 1880. Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus, 1884. CRL has on <1 reel of microfilm>


See also SENEGAL

Mauritania


Mauritania--Ancillary Materials

310. Mokhtar ould Hamidoun. Précis sur la Mauritanie. Saint-Louis, Sénégal, Centre IFAN-Mauritanie, 1952. 69p. il. (Etudes mauritaniennes, no 4) CRL, LC has <1 reel of microfilm (negative)>

Mauritius


**Mauritius-Ancillary Materials**

321. Dupon, Jean-François. Recueil de documents pour servir à l'histoire de Rodrigues. Port Louis, Mauritius: R. Coquet, 1969. 120p. (Mauritius Archives publications, publication no. 10) CORNELL, LC, VIRGINIA


**Morocco**


**Morocco--Ancillary Materials**


**Namibia**


**Namibia--Ancillary Materials**


368. Lau, Brigitte, and Christel Stern. *Namibian Water Resources and their Management: A Preliminary History, including exerpts from unpublished sources*. Windhoek: National Archives of Namibia, 1990. 79p., il., maps. ([Archeia, Nr. 15]) BERKELEY, COLUMBIA, IOWA, VIRGINIA


373. Namibia. Dept. of National Education. Archives Services Division. *Kriegskarte von Deutsch-Südwestafrika, 1904*. 2nd ed. 1 map on 8 sheets: 24 x 64 cm., folded in cover 34 x 27 cm. BERKELEY, LC


Niger


Nigeria


397. Nigeria. National Archives. Index for History of Yoruba Mission (C.M.S.), 1844-1915 in the National Archives at the University of Ibadan, Western Nigeria. Introduction by Olatunji Olagoke. 26p., port. [Ibadan, Nigeria? 1965?] NORTHWESTERN


405. Nigeria. National Archives. A Special List of Records on Forestry from the Nigerian Secretariat Group, compiled by Kate Ododo. Ibadan: 1963. 87 leaves. <partial reel of microfilm> Cambridge, MA: General Microfilm Company [19--?] (African Documents, roll 15, no. 4) Items deal with the personnel, finances, and annual reports of the Forestry Dept. including ordinances, training schemes and conferences. LC-NRMM
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Rwanda


427. Rwandan Archival Materials, 1916-1919; Miscellaneous Official Correspondence, Memoranda, etc. Relating to the Establishment of the Belgian Administration. [Kigali? 19--?] <1 reel of microfilm> CRL

428. Rwandan Archival Materials, 1925-1941, Official Correspondence on Boundaries, Chiefs, etc. [Kigali? 19--?] <1 reel of microfilm> CRL

Senegal


**Senegal--Ancillary Materials**


**Seychelles**


Sierra Leone

446. American Missionary Association. American Missionary Association Archives: Sierra Leone. New Orleans: Amistad Research Center, s.d. <11 reels of microfilm> "... the majority of the papers are letters written primarily by the foreign and home missionaries and teachers ..." covering the period 1839-1882. PENN STATE

447. Great Britain. Colonial Office. [Sierra Leone: Entry Books, 1672-1872, C.O.268/5-6, 1794-1813] [S.l.: s.n., s.d.] <1 reel of microfilm> MICHIGAN STATE

448. Sierra Leone. Catalogue of Archives, the Property of the Government of Sierra Leone deposited at Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone, West Africa. [Freetown: 1952] 83p. Accompanies <1 partial reel of microfilm> with the same title. LC-NRMM


Sierra Leone--Ancillary Materials

450. Sierra Leone. Liberated African Dept. Notes from Liberated African Department; Extracts from Sources on the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, 1808-1860, from the Archives at Fourah Bay College, the University College of Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra Leone. Edited by Richard Meyer-Heiselberg. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1967. xii, 61 leaves. BERKELEY, LC, MINNESOTA, NORTHWESTERN, PENN STATE


Somalia


South Africa

Note: "Archives of government offices and local authorities are transferred to archive depots after a period of 30 years, and are accessible to the public and the office of origin. The archives of the Central Government are preserved in the Central Archives in Pretoria, whilst provincial depots in Pretoria, Cape
Town, Pietermaritzburg and Bloemfontein keep the archives from the colonial period as well as the relevant provincial archives. The country’s oldest archives are in the custody of the Cape Archives Depot." --South Africa Yearbook, 1994 (p. 104). Published collections of records regularly appear in the SANB, South African National Bibliography. Many guides are also incorporated into the National Register of Manuscripts (NAREM).

455. Abdurahman, Abdullah, 1872-1940. Abdullah Abduraham Family Papers, 1906-1962. Chicago: University of Chicago, Photoduplication Dept., 19--? <5 reels of microfilm (negative)> + inventory. Microfilm of originals in Northwestern University Africana Archives. First reel contains descriptive inventory of collection. Abdurahman was a physician and political leader. Includes papers of him, his wife, Mrs. Helen Abdurahman (1877?-1953), and their daughter, Mrs. Zainunnissa Gool (-1963), a political leader. The papers present a historical view of the Coloured population's struggle for political and economic equality in South Africa. CRL


463. The Black Consciousness Movement of South Africa: Material from the Collection of Gail M. Gerhart. [Nairobi: Kenyan Photographic Supply Co.] for the Cooperative Africana Microform Project, 1979. <4 reels of microfilm> Summary of contents filmed at the beginning of reel 1, and also in Ref. folder #169. CRL.


477. Cape Archives Depot. *Inventories of Archives Submitted to the Cape Archives Depot*. Pretoria: State Archives Service [1988-1992] v. [1-25] Series is ongoing. Each volume compiled by various authors. Contents: v. 1. Inventory of the Archives of the Conservator of Forests, Midland Conservancy, Knysna, 1874.--v. 2. Inventory of the Verbatim Copies Series.-- v. 3. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Cape Cline Club, 1942-1984.-- v. 4. Inventory of the Archives of: A. Secretary, Village Management Board, Moorreesburg, 1903-1909, B. Town Clerk, Moorreesburg, 1909.--v. 5. Inventory of the Archives of: A. Secretary, Village Management Board, Warrenton, 1884-1948 (inclusive of the Archives of the Secretary, Village Committee, 1880-1883), B. Town Clerk, Warrenton, 1948.--v. 6. Alphabetical List, Court of Justice of the Cape Wills, 1686-1793.-- v. 7. Inventory of the Archives of the Town Clerk, Simon's Town, 1883.-- v. 8. Inventory of the Archives of the General Manager, Local Committee, Cape Town Railway and Dock Company, 1854-1872.--v. 9. Inventory of the Secretary, Divisional Council, Barkly West, 1886-1979.--v. 10. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Cape Organ Guild, 1922.--v. 11. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Divisional Council, Barkly West 1886-1979.--v. 12. Inventory of the Archives of the Manager, Rhodes Fruit Farm, Kleinberg, 1888.--v. 13. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Women's Efficiency Club, Cape Town, 1927-1987.--v. 14. Inventory of the Archives of the Magistrate of Wynberg, 1839.--v. 15. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary of the Health Committee, Kranskop.--v. 16. Inventory of the Archives of the Magistrate and Commissioner of Queenstown, 1853.--v. 17. Inventory of the Archives of the Collector of Tithes and Transfer Dues, 1773-1844.--v. 18. Inventory of the Leibbrandt Manuscript Series, 1651-1898.-v. 19. Inventory of the Archives of the Chief Regional Forest Officer, Transkeian Region, Umtata, 1889.--v. 20. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, South African National Society for the Preservation of Objects of Historical and Natural Interest, 1930-1969.--v. 21. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Cathcart Hospital Board, 1919.--v. 22. List of the Archives of the Superintendent, New Somerset Hospital, 1863-1945.--v. 23. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, East London Hospital Board, 1895.--v. 24. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Ladismith Hospital Board, 1913.--v. 25. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary, Board of Management, Grey Hospital, King William's Town, 1856-}
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502. Cape of Good Hope (South Africa). Politieke Raad. *[Resolusies, 1655-1745, series LM 2, 2a, 3, 4, 5, 7 compiled by H.C.V. Leibbrandt]* [S.l.: s.n., 19--?] <2 reels of microfilm> English and Afrikaans. CRL


511. Cunningham, Anna M. *The Ballinger Papers*. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1982. 137p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 11) William and Margaret Ballinger were the "Native Representatives in Parliament". Their papers contain topics on race relations, politics, the Protectorates, justice, crime, housing, health, education, food, agriculture, land, and discriminatory legislation affecting Africans, Coloureds, and Indians for the period 1930-1960. CRL, IOWA (photocopy) Accompanies <12 reels of microfilm> with the same title. [Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 198-?] YALE

512. Cunningham, Anna M. *The Earl Macartney Papers*. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1977. 88p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 5) Covers the years 1779-1803, but especially 1779-1798 when he was Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, also items on Africans, India, and the Dutch East India Company. CRL, IOWA (photocopy).


514. Cunningham, Anna M. *The J. Howard Pim Papers*. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1976. 52p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 3) Includes papers on politics, race relations, Quakers, pass laws. CRL, IOWA.

516. Cunningham, Anna M. *Records of the African National Congress*. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1992. xi, 54p., il. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 20) "This is not the official records of the African National Congress (ANC) but is one built up at the South African Institute of Race Relations." The collections include papers from 1919 to 1973 with most from the 1940s and 1950s, on/by A.P. Luthuli, A.P. Mda, Oliver Tambo, and others. See the Internet for additional publications and archives of the ANC. Note: "The ANC would open its archives - which included official party documents and personal notes by ANC leaders - at Fort Hare University, Eastern Cape, on Sunday [February/March 1996], the party said yesterday. ANC archives committee chairman Frene Ginwala said material had been collected from 32 ANC offices worldwide. Only records from Cairo and Ethiopia were still outstanding." *Business Day* quoted by *South Africa News Update* 5, no. 5 (5 Feb.–15 Mar. 1996): 7. CRL, ILL-UC, IOWA

517. Cunningham, Anna M. *Records of the Joint Council of Europeans and Africans*. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1984. 103p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 12) Covers 1921-1973, but most records date from 1921 to 1955 on Africans, Coloureds, and Indians with reference to locations, health, housing, education, land, poll taxes, labor, urban Africans, juvenile delinquency, relations with police, and discriminatory legislation. CRL, IOWA (photocopy)


525. Evans, C. *Inventory of the Archives of the Chief, Cape Archives Depot, 1891-*. Pretoria: Cape Archives Depot, 1993. vii, 7p. LC


535. George, M. Inventory of the Archives of the Secretary for Agriculture, 1881-1912: Cape Archives Depot. Pretoria: Government Archives Service, 1986. 27 leaves. LC


543. Hartwell, Dulcie W. Documents Relating to Labour Organizations. Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race Relations, 197-? <1 reel of microfilm> Contains constitutions, memoranda from the Trade Union Council of South Africa and various other union organizations. Dulcie Hartwell was the General Secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa. CRL


549. Jacobson, Marcelle. *J.D. Rheinallt Jones Papers.* Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1976. 35p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 4) These are the home or private papers on race relations and the activities of Rheinallt Jones, Director of the South African Institute of Race Relations, 1930-1947, with other papers up to 1953, covering all aspects of African life, especially labor and education, with some items on Rhodesia. Official papers of Rheinallt Jones are included in the archive of the South African Institute of Race Relations. CRL, IOWA See also item 518.

550. Jacobson, Marcelle. *The Silas T. Molema and Solomon T. Plaatje Papers.* Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1978. 76p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 7) The papers of Silas T. Molema and Solomon T. Plaatje consist of 2679 items spanning the years 1874-1932, and also include the literary manuscripts of S. Modiri Molema. Many are in Tswana. Subjects covered are history, and particularly African local history, politics, ethnology, social anthropology, the Boers, and especially Black South African literature. Plaatje was the leader of the African National Congress delegation that tried to get the Native Land Act discussed at the Versailles Peace Conference. CRL, ILL-UC, IOWA


586. Patel, Desiree Y. *Records of the Federation of South African Women.* Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1992. 29p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 19) These papers were originally part of the South African Institute of Race Relations collections. The Federation (FEDSAW) records include information on most of the major women's organizations in South Africa during its existence from 1953 to 1963, when most of the leadership was banned. CRL, IOWA


**South Africa--Ancillary Materials**


641. *South Africa Unions and Labour: Publications, 1920-1985.* ca. 175 items. Includes information by the following South African organizations: Domestic Workers Association, Domestic Workers and Employers Project, Federation of South African Trade Unions, Garment Workers Union, Metal and Allied Workers Union, National Union of Cigarette and Tobacco Workers, South Africa Dept. of Labour, South Africa Dept. of Manpower Utilization, South Africa National Manpower Commission, South African Agricultural Union, South African Confederation of Labour, South African Congress of Trade Unions, South African Institute of Race Relations, South African Trades and Labour Council, Trade Union Council of South Africa, Union of Teachers Associations of South Africa, Urban Training Project. Includes correspondence, directories, guides, handbooks, memoranda, minutes, newsletters, press releases, regulations, reports, statements, surveys, and other documents from the above cited organizations. Also includes the statements of E.S. Sachs, General Secretary of the Garments Workers Union, following an investigation of the Union by the government. NORTHWESTERN


**South Africa—Trials**


647. Adams, Farrid, Defendant. *Treason Trial Evidence.* [Johannesburg: Microfile, 196-?] <28 reels of microfilm (negative)> Microfilm of photostats and originals in the Library of the Institute of Race Relations, Johannesburg. A large portion of the 4,000 to 5,000 documents submitted as evidence by the prosecution including printed books and pamphlets, magazines and newspapers, mimeographed reports, bulletins, and circulars, typewritten and handwritten documents, and a miscellaneous assortment of flyers, memoranda, and official and personal letters." CRL

648. Biko Doctors Case Collection, 1977-1985. ca. 180 items on <36 microfiche> Title from header of fiche 1 of the University of Cape Town microfiche ed. Originals held by the J.W. Jagger Library, University of Cape Town. Correspondence among Peter I. Folb, Frances Ames, the South African Medical and Dental Council, the Medical Association of South Africa, legal advisors, etc.; legal papers; statements, meetings; newspaper clippings, pamphlets, etc. English and Afrikaans. CRL


651. Faku, Christopher Nceba, Defendant. *The State Versus Christopher Nceba Faku and Mthetheleli Joseph Gaba: Charge, Contraventions of Section 2 (1) (b) of Act 83 of 1967,* before Justice Smallbepger, transcriber W. Mansfield. [S.I.: s.n., 19--?] <1 reel of microfilm> Records relating to the case tried on September 22, 1976 before the Eastern Cape Division, Supreme Court of South Africa at Grahamstown. CRL, YALE
652. Ffrench-Beytagh, Gonville, Defendant. The State Versus Gonville Aubie Ffrench-Beytagh in the Supreme Court of South Africa (Transvaal Provincial Division). Johannesburg: Microfile [19--?] <7 reels of microfilm (negative)> Trial transcript including charge with annexes, record of evidence and exhibits, record of appeal action. CRL


659. Masemula, Jafta Kgalabi, Defendant. State vs. Masemula and 15 others [Record of the Trial in the Supreme Court of South Africa (Transvaal Provincial Division)] [S.l.: 1963] 717 leaves +1 leaf. Original transcript imperfect: 1. 1-4, 718 + missing on <1 partial reel of microfilm (negative)> Defendant's forename also stated as 'Jeff.' Concerns their membership in the Panafricanist Congress. CRL


662. Pickover, Michele. Records of the Delmas Treason Trial. Johannesburg: The Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1992. 149p. (Historical and Literary Papers: Inventories of Collections, 19) "The trial involved people belonging to the management structures of the United Democratic Front, its affiliates and persons supporting and sympathetic to the UDF." The trial, which was the longest political trial in South African history (437 court days), took place in Delmas from 4 October 1985 to 8 December 1988. The compiler notes that the records are a rich source of information on state oppression and opposition politics in the 1980s. CRL, ILL-UC, IOWA


664. South African Trials; Court Records of Various Appeal and Criminal Cases, Mostly on Charges of Sabotage or Political Offenses, Heard in the Supreme Court of South Africa (Appellate Division) and other Courts. Pretoria, etc.: 1951-1966. Johannesburg: Microfile, 1969. <9 reels of microfilm (negative)> CRL


668. Victory, Messack, Defendant. Trial of Messack Victory and Others [in the Supreme Court of South Africa (Appellate Division). Johannesburg: Microfile [19--?] <2 reels of microfilm> "in the matter between: Jonas Shishileni Shimuefeleni (2), Solomon Festus Haita (6), Joseph Ipangelo (7), Gaus Shikomba (8) (the Appellants) and the State." Filmed with: Trial of Massack Victory and Others: in die Hooggeregshot van Suid-Afrika (Suidwes Afrika Afdeling) gehou te Windhoek op die 1ste dag van Julie 1969. Afrikaans and English. CRL


675. Hunt, A. Thomas. Index to University of Khartoum Legal Archives. [Khartoum]: University of Khartoum, Faculty of Law [1968?] 201 leaves. <microfilm, no. of reels unknown> COLUMBIA-LAW


African Archival Resources in the United States

**Sudan--Ancillary Materials**


**Tanzania**


689. Nassor, Muhammad H. *Guide to the Provincial (Regional) and District Commissioners' Annual Reports*. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania: Ministry of National Culture and Youth, National Archives Division, 1977. 56p. IOWA


694. United States. Dept. of State. Despatches from United States Consuls in Zanzibar, 1836-1906 (inclusive) <11 reels of microfilm> Washington, DC: National Archives and Records Service [1957?] Microfilmcopy (positive) made by U.S. National Archives (Microcopy no. T100, rolls 1-11) COLUMBIA-LAW, NORTHWESTERN, YALE have <11 reels of microfilm> ILL-UC has <5 reels of microfilm>

695. University of Dar es Salaam. Library. The Papers of Hans Cory in the Library of the University College, Dar es Salaam. Dar es Salaam: 1968. 53p. "As Government Sociologist he devoted himself mainly to the recording of law and custom and systems of land tenure, and during his later years to constitutional reform. He had much to do with the introduction of the original district councils..." IOWA

Tanzania--Ancillary Materials


Togo


African Archival Resources in the United States

Togo--Ancillary Materials


Tunisia


**Uganda**


**Uganda--Ancillary Materials**


**Zaire**


719. *Likundoli: archives et documents*. Lubumbashi: CERDAC, Centre d'études et de recherches documentaires sur l'Afrique centrale, Université de Lubumbashi, Faculté des lettres. IOWA has v. xv (1994), no 1-2 in 1 v.; more complete holdings in NORTHWESTERN, YALE.


**Zambia**


731. Mukula, P.M. *Migrated Archives: Zambia View.* [Lusaka: s.n., 1982?] 21p. "P.M. Mukula, Director of National Archives of Zambia." Contents: List A. A partial list of pre-federal records relating to Zambia found in National Archives of Zimbabwe.--List B. Official copies of correspondence and report found in Rhodes House Library. INDIANA, LC


**Zambia--Ancillary Materials**


Zimbabwe


Central African Archives. Bibliographical Series. no. 1-1952- NORTHWESTERN, STANFORD


Central African Archives: A Report by the Chief Archivist. 1st-3rd. 1935/1947-1949/1954. Salisbury. Each number has also a distinct title (see also items 747 and 749). MINNESOTA, NORTHWESTERN


Johnstone, I. J. A Guide to Zimbabwe-related Documentation in Britain. Causeway, Harare: National Archives of Zimbabwe, 1985. 475p. Index of names of peoples, names of persons, organizations including commissions and committees of inquiry, publications, and subjects such as mines and mineral resources. ILL-UC, IOWA


---

**Zimbabwe--Ancillary Materials**


---

**Other Sources**

**United States of America**

United Kingdom

Commonwealth Archives

Francophone Archives
Especially useful for French language archives is Laurence Porgès *Sources d'information sur l'Afrique noire francophone et Madagascar: Institutions, répertoires, bibliographies*. (see item 98), pp. 34-37, et passim.

Later Titles
Later titles can be found by searching online library catalogs on the Internet, e.g. the RLIN Catalog, especially its Books (BKS), and Archives and Manuscripts Control (AMC) files, the CRL Catalog, the OCLC Catalog, the Library of Congress Catalogs, the Northwestern University Library Catalog, and others. In particular, the RLIN Archives Manuscripts Control, AMC files include extensive collections of printed reports, official publications, as well as manuscripts by subject and organization under the names of African countries. Both Northwestern and Yale list their collections of printed as well as manuscript materials here.
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